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CHAPTER 1

The Cell as a Unit of Health and Disease
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Figure 1-6 Plasma membrane organization and asymmetry. The plasma membrane is a bilayer of phospholipids, cholesterol, and associated proteins. The
phospholipid distribution within the membrane is asymmetric due to the activity of flippases; phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin are overrepresented in
the outer leaflet, and phosphatidylserine (negative charge) and phosphatidylethanolamine are predominantly found on the inner leaflet; glycolipids occur only
on the outer face where they contribute to the extracellular glycocalyx. Although the membrane is laterally fluid and the various constituents can diffuse randomly, specific domains—lipid rafts—can also stably develop. Membrane-associated proteins may traverse the membrane (singly or multiply) via α-helical
hydrophobic amino acid sequences; depending on the membrane lipid content and the hydrophobicity of protein domains, such proteins may have non-random
distributions within the membrane. Proteins on the cytosolic face may associate with membranes through post-translational modifications, e.g., farnesylation,
or addition of palmitic acid. Proteins on the extracytoplasmic face may associate with the membrane via glycosyl phosphatidyl inositol linkages. Besides
protein-protein interactions within the membrane, membrane proteins can also associate with extracellular and/or intracytoplasmic proteins to generate large,
relatively stable complexes (e.g., the focal adhesion complex). Transmembrane proteins can translate mechanical forces (e.g., from the cytoskeleton or extracellular matrix) as well as chemical signals across the membrane. It is worth remembering that a similar organization of lipids and associated proteins also
occurs within the various organellar membranes.

including inflammatory cell recruitment and sperm-egg
interactions.
Moreover, certain membrane components have a predilection for association through horizontal interactions in
the bilayer, which leads to the creation of distinct lipid
domains known as “lipid rafts.” Since inserted membrane
proteins have different intrinsic solubilities in various lipid
domains, they tend to accumulate in certain regions of the
membrane and to become depleted from others. As might
be imagined the nonrandom distribution of lipids and
membrane proteins has important effects on cell-cell and
cell-matrix interactions, as well as in intracellular signaling
and the generation of specialized membrane regions
involved in secretory or endocytic pathways.
The plasma membrane is liberally studded with a
variety of proteins and glycoproteins involved in (1) ion
and metabolite transport, (2) fluid-phase and receptormediated uptake of macromolecules, and (3) cell-ligand,
cell-matrix, and cell-cell interactions. Proteins associate
with the lipid bilayer by one of four general arrangements;
how they integrate into the membrane informs function.

•

Most proteins are integral or transmembrane proteins,
having one or more relatively hydrophobic α-helical
segments that traverse the lipid bilayer. Integral membrane proteins typically contain positively charged
aminoacids in their cytoplasmic domains, which anchor
the proteins to the negatively charged head groups of
membrane phospholipids.

•

•
•

Proteins may be synthesized in the cytosol and posttranslationally attached to prenyl groups (e.g., farnesyl,
related to cholesterol) or fatty acids (e.g., palmitic or
myristic acid), that insert into the cytosolic side of the
plasma membrane.
Insertion into the membrane may occur through glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchors on the extracellular face of the membrane.
Peripheral membrane proteins may noncovalently associate with true transmembrane proteins.

Many plasma membrane proteins function together as
large complexes; these may either be aggregated under
the control of chaperone molecules in the RER or by
lateral diffusion in the plasma membrane followed by
complex formation in situ. The latter mechanism is characteristic of many protein receptors (e.g., cytokine receptors) that dimerize or trimerize in the presence of ligand to
form functional signaling units. Although lipid bilayers are
fluid in the two-dimensional plane of the membrane, membrane components can also be confined to discrete domains.
This may be achieved through localization to lipid rafts,
already discussed, or through intercellular protein-protein
interactions (e.g., at tight junctions) that establish discrete
boundaries; indeed, this strategy is used to maintain cell
polarity (e.g., top/apical vs bottom/basolateral) in epithelial layers. Alternatively, unique membrane domains can
be generated by the interaction of proteins with cytoskeletal molecules or extracellular matrix.
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